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1. INTROOUCTION ANO PRELIMINARIES 
If a context-free grammar is transformed to another context-free grammar in most of 
the cases it is quite obvious to demand weak equivalence for these two grammars. 
Transformations on context-free grammars can be defined for several reasons. Oepen- 
dent on these reasons one may be interested in stronger relations of grammatical 
similarity. 
Instead of arbitrary context-free grammars one can consider context-free grammars 
which conform to some requiremeqts on, for example, the form of the productions. 
It is natural to ask whether each context-free language has a context-free grammar 
in this form and, if possible, how to transform a context-free grammar to a context- 
free grammar of this special form. 
One of the reasons to consider normal forms may be the mathematical interest in 
how to generate a class of languages with a so simple possible grammatical descrip- 
tion. Moreover, normal forms can simplify descriptions and proofs. Some normal 
form descriptions of the context-free grammars or their subclasses can be particu- 
larly amenable for parsing and this can be a strong motivation to transform grammars. 
Transformations can Pe applied to obtain grammars for which smaller sized parsers 
or faster parsing methods can be constructed. For such trans#ormations stronger 
relations than weak equivalence are desirable. 
A slightly stronger relation is obtained if we demand that the language preserving 
transformation is such that each sentence has the same number of parse trees in 
each grammar, that is, the transformation is also axr~guity preserving, 
Another relation which has been defined is structural equivalence, in which case it 
ms demanded that the parse trees o# the one grammar are the same, except for a re- 
labeling o# the internal nodes, as the trees of the other grammar. 
Our interest is in the semantic equivalence of context-free grammars which are syn- 
tactically related. It is assumed that semantic rules are associated with each 
production of a grammar and, quite obvious, it follows that we will be interested 
in the correspondence of the derivations of related grammars. Such a correspondence 
should be formalized, 
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Some rather independent developments can be distinguished, 
a. In the older literature one can find ideas and examples which come close to later 
formal concepts, for example Griffiths and Patrick [15], KurKi-Suonio [27], Kuno 
[26] and Poster [8]. Transformations have been defined in practically oriented 
situations of compiler construction. In such cases no general definit±ons of the 
syntactic relation between the grammars are presented. 
b. Gr~ar  functor8 [X-~unctors] were introduced by Hotz [20,21] as special functors 
on categories associated with (general) phrase structure grammars. These syntax 
categories originate from work on switching circuits. The main concern has been 
to ~ind an algebraic ~rameworh ~or describ±ng general properties of phrase struc- 
ture grammars. Only recently functors have been considered from a more "practicml" 
point of view. See ~or example Bertsch [3], Benson [2], Walter, KeKliKoglou and 
Kern [42] and Hetz [22]. 
c, Grocer  covers, in the sense that we will use them here, were introduced about 
1989 by Gray and Harrison [11]. A practical reason to consider covers concerns 
compiler construction. In such a case we consider a parse as the argument of e 
semantic mapping. In case a context-free grammar G' covers a context-free grammar 
G we can use the original semantic mappin~ corresponding to G, and do the parsing 
accordfng to G'. 
d. In the case of attribute grammars [see Knuth [24]] attributes are associated with 
the nodes of a parse tree. These attributes [which contain semantic information] 
are obtained from attributes associated with the symbols which appear in the pro- 
ductions and from attribute evaluation rules. I~ an attribute grammar is trans- 
formed to, for example, some normal form attribute grammar, we have not only the 
question of language equivalence but also the question of semantic equivalence. 
Such an equivalence is explored in Bochman [4,5]. 
We will be concerned with grammar covers, The ~irst part o~ this paper presents a 
general ~rameworK ~or covers. The second part introduces a transformation from non- 
le~t-recursive grammars to grammars in Greibach normal form. An investigation of the 
structure preserving properties of this transformation, which serves also as an il- 
lustration o~ our framework for covers, is presented. 
Preliminaries 
We shortly review some definitions and concepts of formal language theory. It is 
assumed that the reader is familiar with the basic results concerning context-free 
grammars and with parsing, otherwise see Aho and Ullman [I]. 
Let V be an ~p~bet  and let ~ ~ V*, then l~I denotes the length of string ~. The 
~ty  string is denoted by ~. IT I~l ~ K then ~ : K denotes the suffix of ~ wlth 
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length K, otherwise ~ : K = m. For prefixes the notation k : ~ is used, Ths number 
of elements in any set V is denoted by IVl~ the empty set by @. ~ stands for the set 
of positive integers. 
Consider two alphabets Ven  W. A homomorphi~m h : V* + W* is obtained by defining 
h : V ÷ W , h [s ]  = 8 and h(a~]  = h(a ] .h (~]  fo r  a l l  ~, B ~ V . Let  ~ and 5 be d i s jo in t  
alphabets. Homomorphism h Z : [~ u 5]* ~ 5" is defined by hE(X] = X if X c 5, and 
hE(X] = ~ if X ~ ~. Homomorphism h~ is called the ~-erasing homomorphism. 
A context-free gran~ar [CFG] will be denoted by the four-tuple G : (N,~p,S] where 
N n 2 = ~, N is the set of nonte~i~Is, ~ is the set of terminals, N u E is denoted 
by V, S e N is the start symbo~ and P is the set of productions, P g N x V*. Elements 
of N will generally be denoted by the Roman capitals A,8,C ..... S .... ~ elements of 
E by the smalls a,b,o .... from the first part of ths Roman alphabat~ X, Y end Z will 
usually stand for elements of V, elements of E* will be denoted by u,v,w,x,y and z 
and Greek smalls a,B,E .... will usually stand for elements of V*. It will be con- 
venient to provide the productions in P with a label, In general these labels will be 
in a set A G [or 5 if G is understood] and we always take AG = {i I I ~ i ~ IPI}~ we 
often identify P and 5 G, We write i. A ÷ a if production h + ~ has label [or number] 
i. 
We have the usual notations ~, ~ and ~ for derivations and we use subscripts L and 
R for leftmost and r±ghtmost derivations, respectively. The notation ~ will be used 
to denote that the derivation is done according to a specific sequence ~ ~ AG of 
production numbers. A left parse of a sentence w e L[G] [the language of G] is a 
sequence of productions used in e leftmost derivation from S to w. The reverse of a 
sequence used in a rightmost derivation is called a right purse of w, 
The number of different leftmost derivations from S to w is called the degree of 
~biguity of w (with respect to G], written <w,G>. 
The set of parse tree8 of G [with roots labeled with S and frontiers in E*] is dens- 
ted by PTR[G]. If t e PTR(G] then fr(t] denotes its frontier. 
DEFINITION I.!. h CFG G = (N,Z,P,S] is 
a] proper, if G is E-free, cycle-free and G has no useless symbols. 
b] left-rec~sive, if there exist A ~ N and a ~ V such that A ~ As. 
c] in Greibach normal form [GNF], if P g N x ~N* u {[S,e]}. 
It is rather natural to start with a CFG G : (N,E,P,S] and generalize it to a simple 
syntax directed translation scheme ( s imp le  SOTS] T = [N ,E ,5 ,R ,S ] ,  where 5 [ the  out -  
put  alphabet] contains the production numbers and R contains rules of the form 
A ~ ~,~' where A ~ ~ is in P and a' is a word over [N u A] which satisfies h A [~'] = 
= hz(~] .  
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In such a case we say that T is Defined on G, The translation defined by such a 
scheme T is denoted by TIT). 
DEFINITION 1.2, A simple SOTS is semantically unambiguous if there are no two dis- 
tinct rules of the form A ÷ ~,~ and A + ~,X. 
2. GRAMMAR COVERS 
This section is devoted to building a general framework for grammar covers. 
Let G = (N,~,P,S) be a CFG with production numbers in A G, The following definition is 
also i n  Brosgol [8]. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A relation fG c E* x &~ is said to be a parse relation for G pro- 
vided that 
( i )  i f  (w,~) e fG and (w ' ,~]  ~ fG then w = w' ,  and 
(ii] for each w ~ ~*, I{~ I [w,~] ~ fG} l  = l ( t  ~ PTR(G) I w = f rCt ]}  I ,  
If fG is a parse relation and [w,~] e fG then ~ is said to be an #G-persa of w, Our 
following definitions will be based on parse relations. Index G of fG will be omitted 
whenever it is clear from context for which grammar #G is the parse relation. 
OEEINITION 2.2. Let G = [N,2,P,S] and G' = CN',2',P',S'] be CFGs. Let fG,~ ~'*x~,  
and h G c ~* * x A G be parse relations, For a given fG' and h G a parse homomorphism 
g : fG' ÷ hG is defined by two homomorphisms ~ : ~'*  + ~* and ~ : AG, ÷ A G such that 
(w,~) e fG' implies [~[w],~(~]) e h G. If ~' = ~ and ~ is the identity homomorphism 
then @ is said to bs externally fixed. We use the notation g = <~,~>. 
DEFINITION 2.3, A parse homomorpnism g : fG' ÷ hG" with g = <#,~>, is said to be a 
cover ~momorphism if it is surjeotive, that is, for all (w,#) ~ h G there exists 
(w ' ,~ ' ]  ~ fG'  such that  [w,~] = E¢(w ' ] ,~(~' ) ] ,  
Notice that in the case of a cover homomorphism <w,G'> and <#[w],G> are incomparable. 
In case # is the identity homomorphism then LCG) = L(G'] and <w,G'> ~ <#[w],G>. 
Notice that <w,c'> - i{~ I Cw,~ ~ fG ,} l .  
OEFINITION 2.4. A parse homsmorphism g : #G' ÷ h with g = <~,~>, is said to be 
properly injective if its restrictions to Z'* andGA~,- are injective, that. is, 
[i] if [w,~) e {G' and [w,Z'] e fG' then 9[Z] = ~[~') implies ~ = ~', and 
[ i i )  i f  [u ,~)  e fG '  and [v ,~ ' ]  ~ fG '  then #(u]  = @[v) imp l ies  u = v. 
EXAMPLE 2.1 
Let G' be defined [In our example grammars only the 
0./I. S ÷ aA cB and G by 0,/I. S ÷ Ab 
2. /3 ,  A + aA b 2 . /3 ,  A ÷ Aa 
4. /5 ,  B ÷ cB d 4 . /5 ,  B ÷ Be 
Let fG' 
and h G 
sroductioas are listed.] by 
Bb 
a 
a 
= {[an+lb ,o2n3]  I n ~ O} u { (cn*1d ,14n5]  i n 2 O} 
= { (an+1b,32nO) i n ~ O} u {[an+1b,54n1) I n 2 0}. 
Homomorphism g = <¢,~> is defined by 
It follows that g is a parse homomorphism which is surjective, hence g is a cover 
homomorphism. A parse homomorphism is said to be a proper bijection if it is both 
properly injeotive end surjective. 
The results in the Following table are immediate from the definitions given above. 
surjeetion - ~[L(G ' ] )  = LOG) 
proper injection <w,G'> ~ <~[w),G> ~[L[G')] g L[G] 
proper bijectlon <w,G'> = <~(w),G> ~[L[G')) = L[G) 
Table I. Properties of parse homomorphisms. 
In the following diagram the definition of a parse homomorphism is illustrated. 
&a' AG 
Figure I. Oiagram for the parse homomorphism. 
Notice, if g is a cover homomorphism end ~ is the identity homomorphism, then 
L[G'] = L[G) and <w,G'> 2 <w,G>. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let G' = [N',E',P',S') and G = [N,g,P,S) De two CFGs. Let q c 
Z'* x A G, and h x ~ A G be parse relations. G' f-to-h covers G if a cover homo- 
morphism g : f ÷ h can be defined. 
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Most of the time one will be satisfied with a cover homomorphism g = <~,~> such that 
: Z'* + ~* is the identity homomorphism. In such cases there is only one homomor- 
phism to consider, namely ~ : &G' ÷ AG and we will simply speak of cover homomor- 
phism ~. 
Examples of often used parses are left parses, right parses and left-corner parses 
[RosenKrantz and Lewis [37]. These parses are examples of 'production d~rected' 
parses. In the following definition h Z : (N u ~ u A]* ÷ (N u A)* is the Z-erasing 
homomorphism, 
DEFINITION 2,8. Let G = [N,E,P,S] be a CFG. A parse relation # ~ ~*x  A* is said to 
be a production directed parse relation for G if there exists a simple SOTS T = 
= (N,Z,~,R,S] where R is defined by : if A ÷ ~ is the ith production in P then R 
contains exactly one rule of the form A ÷ ~, hz[~lia 2] with ~Ia2 = ~, R does not 
contain other rules, and f = T(T]. 
It is a well-Known trick to insert special symbols [standing for production numbers 
or, more generally, marking the place for semantical information) in the right- 
hand sides of productions to obtain special parses [for example, see Aho and 
Ullman [I]). In fact this has been done by KurKi-Suonio [27] who adds a symbol to 
the right of the righthand sides of the productions and Kuno [25] who adds a symbol 
to the left of the right-hand sides, Related ideas are in the definitions of paren- 
thesis and bracketed grammars [see McNaughton [28] and Ginsbur@ and Harrison [10], 
respectively). 
The special symbols can sometimes be considered as newly introduced nonterminal 
symbols which are left-hand sides of ~-productions. 
For instance, this is done by Soisalon-Soininen [39] to convert the KurKi-Suonio 
idea to the cover formalism. Also Demers [7] does this to define generalized left 
corner parsing. A slightly restricted version of Brosgol's parse specifying trans- 
lation grammar coincides with the simple SOTS of Definition 2.6, Demers uses Brosgol's 
definition. Following Oemers, if we have a rule A ÷ ~,hz(~li~ 2) then ~I is called 
the left corner or leading part of the rule and ~2 is its trailing part. 
The followlng table lists e fe~ names of parses which have been introduced before. 
Conform Oemers [7] all production directed parsee should be called generalized 
left corner parses. Notice that left part parses are defined as the opposite of left 
corner parse. Left pert parses come close to being right parses, 
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i .A  ÷ ~, hz [ i~]  le f t  parses 
i.A ÷ ~, h~[~i] right parses 
i.A ÷ ~, h~[~li~ ~] left corner parses 
where ~1~2 = ~ and I~II = 1 (RosenKrantzj Lewis [37]] 
i.A ÷ ~, hz[~11~ 2) extended left corner parses 
where ~I~2 = ~ end [Brosgol [8]] 
~ or ~I ~ ~*N 
i.A + ~, hz{~li~ 2] where left part parses 
~I~2 = ~ and I~21 = I (Nijholt [2B]] 
Table II. Parses 
The following table lists e few names and notations for covers according to Defini- 
tion 2.5. We usa r to denote right parses [or parse relations]. 
parse relations 
f h 
left left 
left right 
right left 
right right 
notation name 
G'[f/h]G f-to-h cover 
G'[1/I]G left cover 
Isft2to-right cover G'[1/~]G 
G'[9/1] G right-to-left cover 
G'[~/~]G right cover 
Table III. Covers 
It will be convenient to h~ve the possibility to talk about positions in the right- 
hand sides of productions. Therefore we have the following notation, 
NOTATION 2.1. Let j.A ÷ XIX2...Xn be a production of e CFG G. The positions in 
the right-hand side are numbered according to the following scheme: 
j .A  ÷ [1 ]X l [2 ]X2 . . . [n ]Xn[n+l ]  
For a given production directed parse relation each production has a fixed position 
in which its number is inserted, conform Oefinition 2.8. We use 9G[J] (or simply 
F[j]] to denote this position. Hence, F G : A G ÷~.  
We conclude this section with a few remarks on our definition of cover, Assume 
that g : fG' ÷ hG is a cover homomerphism with g = <¢,~>. We have defined g in such 
a way that for any i e AG,, ~(i] c A* G' It is possible to introduce restrictions, 
for example, 
Ca] $(i] c A s u {s}, or [b] ~(i) ~ A G. 
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The definition of complete cover in Grey end harrison [12] can be compared with 
our definition of cover if we have for ~ the identity and ~ is defined according 
to restriction [a], We do not include Gray anO Harrison's notion af [not neces- 
sarily complete] cover in our formalism, Obviously it is possible to do so but 
since we already allow ~(i] e A G we do not see useful applications, 
It is also possible to include the notion af weak cover [UKKonen [ ]], In that case 
one should allow homomorphisms to be defined on a subset of fG'" For some other 
concepts of grammatical similarity the reader is referred to Hunt and RosenKrantz 
[24] ,  
3. THE LEFT PART TRANSFORMATION TO GREIBACH NORMAL FORM. 
Now that we have presented the general framework, we come to the second aim of this 
paper: its application for a relevant transformation. We consider a transformation 
from non-left-recursive gra~ars to Greibach normal form (GNF] grammars. A few his- 
torioalnotes are in order, Greibaoh [13] introduced this normal form and she showed 
that each context-free language has a context-free grammar in this normal form. 
in Greibach [14] a mare simple method is introduced to obtain the same result. Some 
of the structure preserving properties of the latter method have been investigated 
in Hotz [19,22],Rosenkrantz [38] uses a matrix equation method to snow that each 
context-free language has a CFG in GNF. Both Greibach and RosenKrantz start with 
an -except far a few minor conditions- arbitrary CPG and transform it into a weakly 
equivalent CFG in GNF, 
Often such a transformation is done in two steps (for example, see Hoporoft end 
Ullman [18] end Aho and Ullmen [1]]. The first step is a transformation from an ar- 
bitrary CFG to a non-left-recursive @rammer. The second step transforms the non- 
left-recursive grammar to e CFG in GNF. This second step (Abe end Ullman's Algorithm 
2.14, attributed by them to M.Peull] ~ill be referred to as the usual method. This 
usual method has been used in Wood [43] [see also Mood [44] and some of its structure 
preserving properties have been discussed in Rune [25], Hotz and Claus [23],8enson 
[2] and for an adapted version, Nijhalt [30]. 
There are some important subclasses of the non-left-recursive grammars for which 
more or less adapted versions of this usual method have been introduced. Per example, 
the LL(k) 2rar~na~s (Rosenhrantz and Stearns [38]] and the strict deterministic gram- 
mars (Geller, Harrison and Hovel [9]]. 
The algorithm which will be considered in this section is a generalized version of 
e transformation which has been used in Nijholt [29,31]. 
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Before we can introduce the algorithm we have to define a ~ew less familiar concepts. 
DEFINITION 3.I. Let G = (N,Z,P,S] be a CFG. Define a relation OH q V x N*Z as ~ol- 
lows: 
If X c N then CH[X ]~ the set of o~ins of X ~ is defined by 
o o o 
CH[X o] = {XoX1.,.X n e N*ZIX ° ~->XI* 1 ~- ->. . .~> Xn~n,~i~ b/~, 1 4 i 4 n}. 
and for c e Z, CHIc) = {c}.  
The left port transformation which we display below is an one-step transformation, 
in the sense that each production of the new grammar is obtained in one step from 
the productions of the orlglnal grammar. Another sxample of such a transformation 
is that of strict deterministic grammars to their GNF-version [Geller, Harrison 
and Hovel [8]]. Chains will be used for the construction of the rlght-hand sides 
of the productions o# the new grammar. 
Consider the fallowing example grammar G with productions S ÷ AIB, A ÷ a and B ÷ a. 
Any transformation of G into GNF yields a CFG with only production S ÷ a. Since a 
cover homomorphism is surjectlve it follows that no such homomorphlsm can be defined. 
However, it can be shown that any e-free non-left-recursive CFG G can be given an 
equivalent g-free non-left-recursive CFG G' without s in~ productions [i,e., produc- 
tions of the form A ÷ B, where A,B ~ N). If we introduce a special production 
S o ÷ Sz, where S is the start symbol of G and m is an endmarker, then this can be 
done in such a way that G'[Z/I]G [cf.Nijholt [30]]. 
In what follows we assume that, if necessary, first the single productions are eli- 
minated. Hence, the input grammar will be a very proper [that is, no useless symbols, 
s-free, no single proOuotlons) and non-leqt-recursive CFG. 
The transformation is such that the new grammar left-to-x covers G, where, intuitive- 
ly, x may 'run' from left to left part in the production directed parse relations. 
OEFINITION 3.2. Let G = [N,Z,P,S] be a CFG. Oefins IN] = {[Ai~]ll. A ÷ ~B is in P, 
for some ~ £ V~ and define a homomorphism ~ : IN]* ÷ IN]* by lotting ~[[Ai~]) is 
[i] ~ if i. A ÷ ~ is in P, 
(ii] [Aia] if i, A ÷ ~ is in P, whore ~ ~ s. 
_ A* DEFINITION 3.3. Let G = (N,~,P,S] be a CFG. Define relation LP c N*Z x as follows: 
Let ~ = XoX!...X n ~ N+L LP(~], the set of left production chains of ~ is defined 
by 
• i~ . .~  Xo~o" ~J e V* I ~ j ~ n}, LP[~] = { io i l . . . in_ le  A'IX o ~ XI~ 1 • 
I f  ~ e Z then LP(~] = {c}.  
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In the algorithm we use Notation 2.1. 
ALGORITHM 3,1. (Left Part Transformation) 
Input. A very proper, non-left-recursive CFG G = (N,~P,S) such that for each pro- 
duction j, A ~ a in P we have that r~j) satisfies I ~ 2[j) ~ ]a I . 
Output. A weakly equ iva lent  CFG G' = [N ' ,~ ,P ' , [S ] ]  in GNF, 
Method. P' is the set of all productions introduced below, N' will contain [S] ano 
all symbols o~ IN] which appear in the productions. 
[i) For each pair [~,p), ~ = SXI.,,X n ~ CH(S) end p = ioi1...in_l~ LP(~), 
add IS] ÷ Xn~[[Xn_lin_IXn]...[SioX1]] to P'. 
[ii) Let i. A ÷ ~Xo~ be in P, ~ # g; for each pair [~,p), where 
= XoXI , , .X  n ~ CH(X o) 
and 
p = io i l . , , i n_  1 ~ LP[~) 
add 
[A i~]  ÷ Xn~[[Xn_ l in_ lXn] . . , [Xo ioX1] [A i~Xo] )  to P ' .  0 
THEOREM 3.I. 
Let G = [N,g,P,S] be a very proper, non-left recursive CFG. Assume, for each pro- 
duction j. A + a in P, 1 ~ 2(j) ~ l~I. 
Algorithm 3.1 yields a CFG G' in GNP such that G'[1/x]G, where x denotes the parse 
relation defined by £, 
/~oof, CSKetch] Let T = [N,g,A,R,S] be the simple SOTS de%ined on G = (N,E,P,S] 
which performs the translatlon x, Define T' = (N',E,A,R',[S]) on G' = [N',~,P',[S]) 
by the rules: 
[lj IS] ÷ Xn~([Xn_lin_IXn]..~[SioX1]} , 
JcJ1'''Jn_ I ~[[Xn_lin_lXn]...[SioX1]) 
for each corresponding production introduced in step [i] of the algorithm. 
The JK'S are defined by, for 0 ~ K ~ n-l, JK = iK if £[i K) = I, and JK = s otherwise, 
[2) [Ai~] ÷ Xn~[[Xn_lin_IXn]...[XoieX1][Ai~Xa]) , 
JJoJl..,Jn_1~([Xn_lin_iXn]...[XoioX1][Ai~Xo]] 
for each oorrespondleg production introduced in step[ii] of the algorithm. 
The JK'S end j are defined by, for 0 ~ h ~ n-l, 
JK = iK if r[ik]= I, and Jk = e otherwise, and 
j = i if I~Xol = r[i), and j = g otherwise. 
Cover homomorphism ~ is defined by mapping each production of P' on ehe string 
joJl...Jn_1 or jjoJl...jn_1 of its corresponding rule in R', obtained in [I] or [2), 
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respectively. Cleerly,T' is semantically unambJ@uous and therefore ~ is a function. 
The main task is now to prove that TCT'] = ~(T). Then, if (w,~'] a 1G, it follows 
immediately that [w,@(~']] e x G. Moreover, by the definitions of T' and ~ it follows 
a lso  that  i ,  ~ (w,~)  c x G = T(T ]  then  there  ex is ts  [w ,~ ' )  ~ IG, such that  (w ,~[~' )  = 
[w,~] ,  ~hus we may conc lude  that  G ' [ I /x ]G ,  The proo f  that  T{T ' )  = ~(T]  i s  omi t ted  
here. 0 
Because of the condition I ~< F[j) -< Isl the parse relations defined by such £ are 
the left parses, the left part parses and 'everything in between'. We can slightly 
weaken this condition by defining 2[j] -< lal if ~ : I c N and r[j] _< lal + I if 
However, the condition prevents that the theorem says anything about a left-to-right 
cover. We return to this problem in the following section. 
We conclude this section with a result on (e-free] strict deterministic grom~ars 
(Harrison and Havel [16]). Strict deterministic grammars are non~left-reoursive. Hence 
the question arises whether our I~ransformmtion preserves strict determinism, This 
is indeed the case. Since strict deterministic grammars ere unambiguous it is suf- 
ficient to demand thmt the input grammar is ~-free and it does not have useless 
symbols. 
COROLLARY 3.1, (Left part transformation for strict deterministic grammars.] 
Let G be strict deterministic under partition ~, Then G' is strict deterministic 
under a partition ~' which is defined as follows: 
( i ]  ~ ~ %' and { Is ]}  ~ ~'  
[ii) [Aia] ~ [Bj6] Imod ~'] iff A ~ B [mod ~] and ~ = 5 
It follows that Theorem 3,1 can be used for strict deterministic grammars. 
Note: It can be shown that partition ~' as defined above is the minimal strict par- 
tition of G'. Moreover, when the left part transformation is applied to a real-time 
strict deterministic grammar [Harrison and Navel [17]) the resultinz grammar is 
also real-timsstrict deterministic. 
4. OTHER COVERS 
There remain some interesting questions. Firstly, in ~he preceeding section we ob- 
tained i/x-covers where [in an informal notation.] 1 ~ x ~ lp. One can ask whether 
it is possible to replace Ip by r. This can not be done. That is, if we do not intro- 
duce restrictions on the (E-free and non-left-recursive] grammars which we consider 
then lp is as far as we can go, In Uhkonen [41] an example of an e-free and non-left- 
recursive grammar is given for which no left-to-right cover in GNP can be obtained. 
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Another question is whether 1 can be replaced by r. This can be dons. From the transi- 
tivity o# the cover relation and from the following algorithm it follows that for 
any proper OFG G one can find a GNF-zremmar G' such that G'[~/x]G, with l ~ x s lp~ 
ALGORITHM 4,1. 
Input. A CFG G = [NZ,P,S] in GNF, 
Output. A CFG G' = [N',~,P',S] in GNF such that G'[~/I]G. 
Method. In this algorithm each production in P' will be followed by its image under 
the cover homomorphism. If A c N then rhs[A] denotes its set of right hand sides. 
Initially set P' = {A ÷ a <i> i i.A ÷ a e P, a ~ ~} and N' = N. The indexed symbols 
M which are introduced below are added to N'. 
[i] For each production of the form i,A ÷ aa in P, a # s, the following is done, 
Assume ~ = By, y ~ N~ 
For any Jk,B ÷ bk7 k in P, I s K s Irhs[B]I 
add 
A ÷ aHijKYKy <s> 
and 
H.. + b k <iJk> 
IJ k 
to P', 
(ii] Remove all useless symDols, 0 
In the following corollary we collect the results of Algorithm 3.1, Algorithm 4.1 
and the observation on the elimination of single preduotions. 
COROLLARY 4.1. 
Any proper nen-leqt-rscursive CFG G can be transformed to a CFG G' in GNF such that 
with 1 ~ x ~ lp, 
(i] G'[i/x]G, and 
(ii] G'[9/x]G. 
In [33] a complete overview o# cover results for I/I, I/r,}/lendg/r-ooversis given. 
For example, in [ii] we may drop the condition that G is non-left-reoursive if we 
take x = r, If we use non-right-recursive instead of non-left-recursive then we may 
take x = r in (i]. A similar result [for unambiguous grammars] has been obtained by 
UKKonen [40]. 
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